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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
May 21, 2013

Contact: Amanda Robertson
Phone: (512) 463-0880

HOUSE DISTRICT 2 - The National Weather Service has issued a Tornado watch for the counties within and
surrounding House District 2 (Hopkins, Hunt, & Van Zandt County). For purposes of preparation and
education, please refer to the information provided below to ensure that family and friends are prepared for
whatever inclement weather develops in the coming hours.
Sheltering in a Tornado Event
Most cities do not have public storm shelters because while they may seem like a good idea, they often come
with more risks than benefits to residents including:
 Opening public buildings as storm shelters gives a false sense of security and offers no more protection
than a well-built residential structure.
 Traveling to a public storm shelter could put you at greater risk than if you sheltered in place. Traffic is
likely to get congested if everyone is heading toward one location. Your vehicle is one of the most
dangerous places to be during a tornado.
 Tornadoes can happen at night. If a storm wakes you at 2 a.m. you likely won’t have enough time to
gather your family, load them into a car and drive to a storm shelter. Sheltering in place affords you the
quickest and best protection for a short notice event.
We encourage all of our citizens to maintain situational awareness during severe weather events and be
prepared to shelter in place if necessary. Here are basic tornado safety tips that will help you find the most
ideal location to shelter during a storm.
Basic Tornado Safety
 The lowest possible level of a building or structure (Ex: First floor, basement, storm cellar)
 Interior room with no windows, such as a closet or bathroom
 Get underneath sturdy piece of furniture and cover neck and head
 Avoid places / rooms with wide-span roofs (cafeterias, gymnasiums, shopping malls)
 Mobile Homes are not safe shelters; you should make plans before the storm arrives to get to a preplanned shelter
 Apartment dwellers should have a plan in place to get to an apartment on the lowest level of the
complex. Contact your Leasing Office.
 Do not attempt to outrun a tornado in your automobile, seek shelter inside a nearby building. Be sure
not to choose a large box store with a wide-span roof.
 If stranded outside lie down in a ditch or low lying area away from the vehicle, but remain aware of
possible flash flooding
 Do not seek shelter underneath a bridge or overpass
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